2020 Season of Docs
Run by Google

Fostering open source collaboration with technical writers

Visit https://g.co/seasonofdocs

Documentation is essential to the adoption of open source projects as well as to the success of their communities. Season of Docs brings technical writers and open source projects together to foster collaboration and improve documentation in the open source space.

During the program, technical writers work closely with an open source community. They bring their technical writing expertise to the project’s documentation and learn about the open source project and new technologies.

Want to join in? Technical writers around the world can apply to take part in Season of Docs! Visit the website at https://g.co/seasonofdocs.

Timeline

April 13 - May 4
Open source organizations apply

May 11
List of organizations and project ideas posted

June 9 - July 9
Technical writers submit their proposals

August 16
Technical writing projects announced

September 14 - November 30
Technical writers work with mentors on the accepted technical writing projects

January 6, 2021
List of successfully completed projects posted

Announcements
https://groups.google.com/group/season-of-docs-announce

Questions?
season-of-docs-support@googlegroups.com

Social
#SeasonOfDocs